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In this diagram, instructor influence and student behavior were the two most 

important factors to student success.  Students and instructors should understand what is 

required of them through the syllabus along with supplemental rubrics.  The six key 

inputs of the teaching / learning process that determines student pass rate include the 

following:  quality assignments, number of assignments given, group project 

participation, number of participation posts to conference, quality of participation posts to 

conference, and instructor response time to questions.  These inputs are important to 

achieving a grade of “C” or above.  Instructors can invoke active activators in a positive / 

negative reinforcement way to ensure that the students remain on the right path to 

achieving an acceptable grade, for example tutoring a student or providing individual 

status reporting with a message indicating that they need to improve in certain aspects of 

the course.  The instructor should also realize that their actions may have an effect on

student achievement, thus the administrator of the program is also included as a 

comparator.  The program administrator may contact the instructor based off of negative 

satisfaction ratings received from the students.
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Part B

Do you think, as Daniel and Peters suggest that distance teaching systems are going 
to have a different structure from traditional institutions?

I am in agreement with Daniel and Peters that the structure of distance teaching systems 

is different from that of traditional institution structures.  The business of distance 

education is vastly different than the business of traditional education.  They both may 

have many similar components and sub-systems, but they may operate quite differently.  

For instance instructional duties tend to differ.  In distance education most instructors do 

not write their own courses…they may to consult with course development teams which 

consist of many specialists including librarians, multimedia specialists, instructional 

designers, editors, etc., but may not be the sole producer of the course.  As opposed, we 

will notice that traditional teaching has not changed and does not involve development 

teams.  Peters (1983) supports my belief, he notices that lectures, seminars, and practice 

sessions that originated back in the humanistic era has not changed structure since the 

beginning of the 19th century (p. 95).  The support sub-system may also differ among 

other sub-systems.  Like Peters (1998) suggests, there are professionals out there that 

believe that distance and technology are the only two factors that separate distance 

education from traditional education, whereas everything else is the same (p. 38).  

Distance education has a totally different approach and environment from that of

traditional education, so the structure definitely must change.  The distance education 

structure differs in that the student must gain autonomy and that instructors must change 

their pedagogical standards and practices.  With the change towards autonomy, Peters 

(2000) suggests that the whole university must transform its Jackson (2000) states that 

the “contingency theory of organization is concerned to understand and represent the key 
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relationship between the organization and its environment” (p. 110).  Reflecting on this 

statement, the main component of the difference in distance environment, pedagogical 

approach, will call for vast adjustments from that of the traditional structure.  Learners 

will need to become autonomous, adjust to the pedagogical differences that they were 

familiar with in the traditional environment, and interact as required to the digital 

learning environment; therefore the distance education structure will have to be modeled 

appropriately around these factors.  Technology also helps distance education stand out 

among traditional education.  

Do you think that changing the technology of distance education will affect the
structure of a distance education institution?

Daniel (1996) suggests that “changes in technology transform the structures of 

industries” (p. 80).  Technology allows students the ability to research and receive subject 

matter content via the web, and also allows students to meet via chat, audio/video 

conferencing over web.  Besides this, technology will help instructors keep a closer eye 

on their students’ behavior, and will give students the ability to receive speedy and 

helpful support when needed.  Looking at these new abilities allowed by technology, we 

can come to a conclusion that the structure of distance education is indeed affected.  

Peters (1983) finds that “the structure of distance teaching is determined to a considerable 

degree by the principles of industrialisation” (p. 110).  Reflecting on this statement and 

Peter’s breakdown of industrialization and distance education, it is quite apparent that the 

changing technology of distance education will affect the structure of the distance 

education institution.  For instance, the increase of student enrollment will invoke 

changes to sub-systems such as the production process to challenge process overload.  
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The factors within the environment, most importantly technology, will drive the social 

changes within the distance education structure.  Grint & Woolgar (1997) note that 

“technology is itself the result of social activity, that the direction of technological 

advance is responsive to social influences and that it must be compatible with existing 

social conditions” (p. 12).  Technology and social activity are directly related, with each 

of the seven concept and models identified by Peters (1998), all significantly are 

structured around how the students can learn and communicate by using the technology.
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